St. Peter’s Catholic Primary
Cross-Curriculum Term Plan
Year: 4
Week
History
Geography

1

Term: Autumn 2017
2

3

WTL
Design Tech.
Art & Design
English

Science
Maths

ICT

Music

PE

4

5

6

7

Hot and Cold Climates and Map skills
(desert, polar regions and the rain
forest).

8

9

letters

12

13

14

Trust in God

Range of drawing skills and work linked
with Hot and Cold climates

Playscripts

11

Greeks
CC: ICT Writing for different audiences.

The Bible

Poetry

10

Painting skills cc links to History

stories about
imagined
worlds

Newspaper
reports
CC:,ICT

persuasive
writing –
adverts

explanations

Speaking and Listening: to compare and contrast
poems through discussion; To listen to instructions
and discuss their effectiveness; to describe and
discuss characters, to use ground rules for group
dialogue, discuss, plan, draft and edit a report; to
compare and contrast poems through discussion;
to make structured and extended contributions.

Speaking and Listening; to comment constructively

Handwriting: Joined handwriting and
consistency in size, spacing and
proportion of letters and words.

Handwriting: Joined handwriting and
consistency in size, spacing and proportion of
letters and words.

Keeping Warm

Habitats

Place value, ordering and rounding (whole
numbers) measures, understanding addition and
subtraction, mental calculation strategies (+ and ), pencil and paper procedures (+ and -), problems
involving ‘real life’ and money, making decisions
and checking results, solving problems, shape and
space, reasoning about numbers.

Properties of numbers and number sequences, reasoning
about numbers, understanding x and ÷ mental calculation
strategies (x and ÷), pencil and paper procedures (x and
÷), problems involving ‘real life’, money and measures,
making decisions checking results, fractions and
decimals, handling data.

Graphical Modelling.

Multi-media presentations.

Weekly singing and music lesson.

Weekly singing and music lesson.

Weekly games and dance lessons.

Weekly swimming lesson and dance lessons.

on play and performance, discussing effects and how
they are achieved; to take roles within groups when
discussing and planning; to describe and discuss
characters; to make structured and extended
contributions.

